We have lately seen a book issue from the press, in which the thesis appears to be contended for that the human being will ultimately become hermaphrodite, or rather, perhaps, a-sexual. I cannot pretend that I fully understand the arguments by which this proposition is supposed to be proved, but there is nothing in physiology to warrant us in declaring it impossible. Be that as it may, the philosophy of the reproductive organs is a subject which we may claim in great part as our own, and I cannot but think that we shall at some future time find room in our debates for some of those moral questions which are so closely interwoven with our physiology. How the growing youth of either sex is to be safely introduced to that new world of passion whose temptation every parent knows; is it to be by the father, the mother, or the teacher, or is it to be by chance ? On the true answer to this question hangs a universe of possibility for coming generations. Can we give no help in answering it ? There are two terms from an old authority which must be brought out in strong relief?" Sanctification and Honour,"?and, unless we singly and collectively stand an acknowledged priesthood of social purity, I fear there is nothing to be hoped for beyond the futile remedy of the Criminal Law Amendment Act. Far be it from me to frown upon innocent jesting,?nay, I believe that the most playful humour generally indicates the deepest thought,?but let us beware of ever forgetting that our science is but the handmaid of the higher law; that inscrutable as seems the vinculum between the best and the worst in our common nature, in that very union lies the key to some of the sternest discipline of our race; and that in the elucidation and fulfilment of those eternal purposes which " By ordered impulse stream From the great heart of God," our special study is calculated, and I, believe is destined, to play the most considerable part. 
